Should the Spa have happy hour? see story on page 11.

Five cars
vandalized over weekend in Foss Parking Lot
BY NICK MILES
Staff Writer
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Five cars were broken into on
campus last Saturday night , according to Director of Safety and
Security John Frechette. "[The investigations are] being dealt with
by the police," said Frechette.
Waterville Police received three
complaints of cars that had been
broken into on Saturday night, according to Sergeant Norman
Michaud. There weresuspects who
were given "criminal trespass
warningls]," said Michaud.
The perpetrators of these acts
were from the surrounding community and not from Colby, according to Frechette. "It's not just
the Colby campus that's had this

problem," he said. An area resident
was apprehended in connection
with an act of automobile vandalism on campus last week,according
to Frechette.
. The Safety and Security staff is
given adequate resources by the
college and they check the parking
lots as often as possible, according
to Frechette.
"There are two keys to keeping
Colby safe from these crimes," said
Frechette. "First, it 's important that
when someone sees something suspicious, they tell us. It may not be
anything, but it may be something."
A tip of this kind is what led to the
apprehension of the vandalism suspect last week, according to
Frechette.
"[Secondly], don 't leave valuables out in the open," said
Frechette. All of Saturday's thefts

Administra t ion

involved some of the targets for
thieves being left in plain view,
according to Frechette.
Safety and Securitywill be putting out a safety advisory soon.
This advisory will be coming out
too late for Joanna Revers '96,
whose car was one of Saturday
night 'svictims. Revers'car,parked
in the Foss parking lot, had its pa ssenger side window shattered and
radar detector stolen. She felt "viol a ted , frustrated and distressed
upon first sight of her vandalized
vehicle, said Revers.
"Fivecars werebroken into,tires
were slashed on one car, a convertible top was slashed and last
weektires were stolen from another
car. It's just too easy for people
from Waterville to come up and
take whatever they want," said
Revers.Q

dispels automatic 4.0 myth
BY DOUG HILL
StaffWriter

A common myth at colleges
across the country is that of the
auto matic 4.0. It is widely believed
by students that one is given a 4.0
GPA for the semester if one's roommate dies.
"A lot of people have heard it,"
said Car yn Harris '93. "I' m notsure
if they actuall y believe it."
"At one point last year I went to
the Registrar 's Office and asked
about it," said John Terborgh '94.
They went all the way up to the
Pre sident' sOfficeto ask." Terborg h
was told that the rumor was untru e.
This myth hasbeen documented
in thebook "Curses! Broiled Again!"
b y J an Harold Brunvald. The book
js about myths with no base in reality that are constantl y spreading
through the United States. After the
chapter about the woman who allegedl y microwaved her poodle to
dry it off is the one entitled "The
Suicide Rule."
Stude nts on almos t every collogo campus in the United States
believe in some version of the suicide rule , yet there is not a single
school that has any such policy,
accordin g to Brunvald' s book.
W illiam S. Fox, tho investigator
for the book and a sociologist at
SkidmoroC ollcge, found many dif-

ferent versions of this rumo r but no
college that actually had a policy.
"I' ve never heard of it [the
policy]," said Earl Smith , dean of
the college.
"We have mades pecial arrang ements for stud ents in situations of
all kinds. These arrangements include time off, leave of absences
and thedelay of exams," said Smith.
"But there is no immediate 4.0.
There 's no free lunch."
"If there was any kind of tra gedy, we would provide counseling
and a ny help we could through the
Dean- of Students office and the
counselors dow n at the Health
Center ," said Dean of Students
J anice Seitzinger.
"I doubt that any college has this
policysimply because nobody gives
away gr ades," said Smith. "If you
work hard all semester for a 2.8 and
hear that someone across the hall
gets a 4.0 for no work because their
roommate jumped out the window,
you might have a legitimate gripe. "
Seitzinger had heard the rumor
before and was disturbed by it. "I' ve
heard it from students many times
and every time I've explained that
it's not true ," said Seitzinger. "I was
in J ohnson with some students and
I asked them about it. Everyone
there though t it was true , I told
them it was definitely not true. I
think that they knew deep down
inside that it wasn't true , but they
kind of liked believing it," she said.

"Yve heard that rumor at every
school I' ve ever been includin g
Drew , Norwich and Montclair ,"
said Tullio Nieman , Director of
Student Activities.
"We have had some really bad
incidents ," said Seitzinger. "I don 't
want to make this really humorous
because there are people who have
experienced this tra gedy."
"No one is going to say that
because you had a tragedy you
don 't need 120 credits to graduate.
A Colby degree is a Colby degree ,"
said Seitzinger.
"It 's not uncommon for people
to expound something that they
really don't believe, and then convincethcmselves that it'strue /' said
William Klein, assistant professor
of psychology. "It' s very easy for
people. If they're determined to
believe something, they search for
some sort of objective information
to support it ... they seek out information to confirm what they want
to believe and ignore information
that refutes it," said K lein.
Rumors spread easil y from ono
campu s to another. "Colle ges are
very webbed institutions. They're
all connected together. The whole
political correctness issue spread
in a few years," said Klein.
"I think that the [GPA] rumor is
a generic myth that people have
heard on other college campuses.
It's not specific like the blue light,"
said Scitzingcr Q

Mudsliders
face consequences
BY KATHRYN COSGROVE
StaffWriter
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said Serbm.
The bills will be paid directly to the cleaning service and
the deans will not be involved with
the fines. "[I] was completely unaware of any fines to the residence
halls, and had not heard any discus-

Heavy rains and muddy condi
tions provided over 200
Colby stud ents with an
unexpected study
break last Tuesday
night as students across
campus slid down
muddy
hil lsides.
Safety and Security
tried several times to
bveak up the mud sliding, but as soon as Security would leave the
site, more students
would return, according to the participants.
Security Officer Leon Richard was
on duty until midnight
that ni ght. Officers responded to complaints
of noise, said Richard .
The health of the students was threatened
by the sliding. "I t' s
pitchdarkand there are
rocks,broken glass and
wire buried in the Mudsliders outside photo by J uhgo Yamaguchi
ground ," said Richard. of Dana on Tuesday, Sept. 22.
beverai dorms will be fined sion about the fines,"
said Dean of
for the extra cleanin g that was neces- Housin g
Paul J ohnston.
sary. Physical plant will have to reIn addition to the fines,
plant the grass on the hill between Foss hall is also on a warnin g
for
Mary Low and Foss, the embank- two weeks. "I f
th ereis anothergross
ment beside the Lovejoy additio n and infraction in any of the
public spaces
the hill beside Dana, accordin g to
in Foss then we would be put on a
Grounds and Movin g Supervisor
party moratorium for two more
Keith Stockman.
weeks," said Serbin.
Depending on thecond ition
Dana also faces high
of the dorms , fines could reach over
cleaning bills but is not on warning,
$400, according to Stockman.
according to Dana Head Resident
"At our weekly meeting Chris Rogers
'94. "We felt that the
with the cleanin g staff we agreed to
fines were payment enough. We
pay an estimated $340. This is the can '
t pinpoint exactly who was incost of a day's pay for the cleaning
volved and didn 't feel that it was
staff ," said Foss Head Resident Drew
fair to make everyone tin Dana) go
Sorbin '94.
on warning, " said Rogers.
"The damage to Foss was
The fines to the dorms
excessive," said Sorbin. "There were
were not the only costs involved
muddy footprints on the stairwells , with the mud sliding.
Stockman esat , least two inches of mud on the
timated the costs for reseeding at
bathroom floors and some people close to $700. "Ri
ght now that is
even made snow angels in mud on
going to have to come out of our
the walls."
bud get, but we're trying to find out
"It was just stupidit y, people
who was involved and hopefully
should have known better and bill them ,"
said Stockman.
cleaned up after themse lves," said
"We 're going to try to
FossHallPrcsiden t MattTan gncy'95. identify students from
pictures of
"Woodm an'shallpresident
the event and also get some names
[Omar Latcef '95J was at the door
from the health center ," said Stockand made them clean themselves off man. "The y
foolishly ruined the
before they came in the building. He
grass , and not much of it will bcable
then got a bunch of people together
to grow back so late in the season,"
who cleaned the halls and the bath- said Stockman.
"That 's going to
rooms. Woodman wasn 't fined at all,
cause a lot of problems with erosion
we could have avoided this bill , " this winter. "Q

Recycling bin s move in
Individual recycling bins will be distributed
toeveiydorm.rcK3moncampus bytheendof this
week,or early nextweek, according to Lovejoy
Commons President Jon Blau '93. The total cost
for the 1080 bins is approximately $2,400, said
Blau. The funds for the project come from a
number of sources. Jenny Alfond '92's recycling
fund led the effort with a donation of $575, he
said. Commonsmoney and the collegerecycling
fund cover the remainder of the cost.(RL.)

Colby student has driver 's
license suspended
Sydney H. Schanberg

p hoto courtesyof Office of Communications

Schanberg given Lovejoy
Award
Last week, President Cotter announced that
the 1992 Elijah Parish Lovejoy award will be
presented to New York Newsdaycolumnist
Sydney Schanberg, according to a Colby press
release. Schanbergwillreceivethe award and an
honorary Colby degree at the 40th Lovejoy
Convocation, to take place in November.
Schanberg won the Pulitzer Prize in 1976 for
coverage of the fall of Cambodia. The film 'The
KillingFields"isbasedonSchanberg's "TheLife
and Death of DithFran,"according.©therelease.
(RL.)

Students honored by Phi
Beta Kappa
Two sophomoresand twojuniorswillreceive
UndergraduateScholasticAdtievementAwards
from the local Colby chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
the Beta chapter of Maine. This year's recipients
' Kristin
are Jessica Hill '94, Danielle Jamison '94,
Eisenhardt '95 and James Porter '95. The
recipients, chosen primarily on grade point
average,will be honored withpublic recognition
and cash awards,according toAssociateProfessor
of English and Vice Presidentof the Beta chapter
Jean Sanborn. Sanborn will be presenting the
awards in the Smith Lounge in Runnals at 10:30
a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 3. (G.W.)

RegmaLipovsky'95wasstoppedforspeeding
on Friday,Sept. 25 on North Street in Waterville
and was found to be driving on a suspended
license, according to the Waterville Police Log.
Lipovsky's license was suspended for an
outstandingspeeding ticket.Shehasa court date
set for Oct,(A.K.)

Is the parking situation too
close for comfort?
The parking situation is hardly ideal at Colby,

according to Director of Safety and SecurityJohn
Frechette. The problemis always worse at the
beginning of the year and usually as soon as we
get through thefirstmonthitgetsbetter/'hesaid.
Thereareenoughspacesforfacultyandstudents,
but the available spaces may not always be
convenient,according to Frechette.The Roberts
lot is worst in terms of congestion, but while
Foss/Mary Low lot has been fuller than in the
past,it has yet tobefilled this year,he said.Many
tickets have been written so far this year, but
"most tickets are first-timeoffenders. They find
out what they've done wrong and don't do it
again," said Frechette. (N.M.)

p hoto by Ari Druker

The new personal recycling bins are here.

Special Collections
drenched
A water pipe which burst in the bathroom of
the English Department in Miller Library on
September21st caused damagein the Robinson
Special Collectionsroom,according toAssociate
for SpecialCollectionsP.A.Lenk. "Water seeped
dowh through thebookcases and display cases,"
said Lenk. The Library Staff Disaster Team
worked tomoveeverythingdampened,shesaid.
The cost of the restorations and renovations are
not known yet, and the Library is presently
dealingwithinsuranceissues,accordingtoLenk.
(RL.)

Quotation of the Week
"If we channeled all Jon's cleverness and
aimed it at something, we could destroy
things."—Regina Lipovsky,News Editor

A crowded hillside lot.
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Wall St. Journal
criticizes Colby

Colby English
major returns
to teach math
BY SUSAN RANKIN
Contributing Writer

Daniel
graduate
Colby
Alexander '75 has returned to
MayflowerHill asa visitingassistant
professor of mathematics, though
math has not always been his main
interest. "I was interested in math
when I was a teenager, but when I
came to Colby I was more excited
about books and writing," said
Alexander, who was an English
major.
As a student, Alexander took an
active role in student government as
a social chairman, which entailed
running student activities such as
the coffee house. He witnessed a
differentkind of interactionbetween
the students and the administration.
"I don't think the administration
cared a lot about what the students
thought. Today, the students seem
pretty positive about Colby and the
administration."
"President Cotter is really
concerned about what they want,"
said Alexander after sitting in on a
meeting between Cotter and the
freshmen. Clearly the school has
made tremendous progress in the
last twenty years, as students have

BY KRISTIN CARE
Contributing Writer
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A Wall StreetJournal editorial
dated June 10,1992 cited several
colleges,includingColby,that have
created policies to protect students
from verbal assault. By creating
these policies the colleges are actually restricting the students' First
Amendment righ t to fr ee speech,
according to the J ournal.
"Colby College's policy decrees
that any behavior or speech that
causes someone to feel 'loss of selfesteem,' or a 'vague sense of danger'is harassment,"said the article.
In a letter to the editor dated
June 11,1992, President Cotter said
that Colby did not consider the loss
of self-esteem as harassment, but
that "racial or sexual harassment of
any kind results in the loss of selfesteem for the victim."
He quoted the policy from
Colby's Student Handbook: "The
right of free speech and the open
exchange of ideas and views is essential, especially in a learning environment,and Colby Collegevigorously upholds these freedoms.
Colby is committed to the ideal of
human dignity."
"Our commitment [to both free
speech and human dignity] sometimes comes in conflict, just as they
do under the First Amendment
which offers no protection for someone who shouts 'fire' in a crowded

learned that this is
just as much their
school as it is the
president's or the
faculty 's,
according
to
Alexander.
The campus
itself
has
expanded a great
deal. "The student
center was in
photo by Cina Wertheim
Roberts and some Dan Alesander '75
shows were held
in the basement of
Runnals. Students felt we had no were owned by a Colby graduate. "I
resources,so I think we laid some of did n't know what I wanted to do,
the groundwork for what except that I knew I didn't want to
happened."
live in a big city. Lots of my fri ends
Alexander also experienced a stayed in Maine and started fishing,
Colbywithlegalfraternities."[They] farming or playing music," said
created a bad atmosphere even Alexander.
though I had friends in them," said
When he was in his late twenties,
Alexander.
Alexander took up math again and
Alexanderlived in Woodman for began takingclassesattheUniversity
all of his four years at Colby. "Not ofMassachusetts, wherehereceived
much has changed. It [Woodman] is his doctorate last year. Alexander is
still the hippie dorm," he said. The Alexander.
students as a whole have not really
"I accept that I will probably just
still
have
changed. "Lots of people
be here a year, but I am having a
long hair," said Alexander.
great experience, and I am teaching
After graduating from ; Colby, good students. It is fun to be back
Alexander worked on a pier in Cape here. I have a much better
Cod and then bartended at the Silver appreciation for it," said
Street Tavernand Casablanca,which Alexander.Q
_____
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theater, slanders someone, or engages in verbal attacks that constitute 'fighting words,'" said Cotter's
letter.
"We prohibit harassment of all
sorts. Sometimes the dividing line
[between free speech and verbal
harassment] is not exactly clear,"
said Cotter.
"What the J ournal is saying is
that freedom of speech is too important to sacrifice for someone's
sensitivities," said Cotter. "We [at
Colby] are not going to allow free
speech to be used as a weapon."
"We're not suppressing free expression and the exchange of ideas,"
said Cotter. "The J ournal doesn't
understand that we're trying to
balance two very sensitive issues."
Colby's policy was established
to provide an environment in which
the "free exchange of ideas is favored and nurtured," according to
Cotter. "So long as that policy is
successful,there is litt le need fo r it
to be modified," he said.
People havebeen "misreading"
the situation,said AssociateProfessor of English Jean Sanborn. '"Political correctness' is not silencing
other people. Its intention is to create a community where people
aren't attacked for their differences."
"We're not going to allow our
people to be verbally assaulted as
much as we're not going to allow
them to be physically assaulted,"
said Cotter.Q
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BY NICK MILES
StaffWriter

Notmuch is new with thejudicial Board [J-Board] thisyear,
according to Associate Dean of Students Mark Serdjenian.
"The good news isthat we don't have any cases so far,but we're
preparing the Board for what might be coming," he said.
This preparation comes in the form of a session with one of
Colby'sattorneys. The board members will bebriefed on topics
suchasburdenofproofandtheproper questioningofwitnesses,
according to Serdjenian.
Serdjenian acts as liaison between J-Board and the Dean's
Office. "I make sure that proper procedure is followed and I do
the initial interviewing of students, both complainants and
defendants, to see if a case really exists," said Serdjenian.
Serdjenian said that a system of "checks and balances"
properly preventseither the Board or Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger from having too much power over the other.
Each year there arc a "handful" of decisions with which
Seitzinger will disagree,according to Serdjenian. If this occurs,
she will send her recommendation back to the Board. Their
response ftoftcn "no way,we've thought about this a lot and
even though you'reDean of Students,wc heard the case and we
know what we're saying" said Serdjenia
The conception that Seitzinger's role undermines what the
Board does is wrong, said Serdjenian. If Seitzinger and the
Board can't then come to an accord on the issue, the case is reheard by the Appeals Board, a group of five students and
faculty drawn from a pool of eight.
"Luckily, disci p line isn't a huge part ' of what we do here at
Colby, but when there a recases,the Board takes them seriously
and tries to come up with not just a putative result, but
hopefully something educational as well, which is sometimes
hard to do," said Serdjenian.
The Board isbeginninglo "get lits] feet wet" in the process,
said Chief Justice Jack Hi gg ins. No cases have been brought up
yet, and the students on J-l3onrd are learning to deal with the
Deans in this training period , according to Higgins.Q

Students opt for cliem-free environment
MATTMCGINNESS
StaffWriter

Lastspring,Marriner wasdesignated
a substance-free dorm after the
students who requested substance-

freehousingaskedthattheybegiven
a dorm that did not adjoin another
dorm,accordingto Deanof Housing
Paul Johnston. This request
necessitated a movefrom Sturtevant;
the dorm designated substance free
last year.

The demand for substance free
housing has increased in the past
year from twenty-fiveto thirty, said
Johnston. Only one student who
requestedsubstancefreehousingdid
not receivea room in eitherMarriner
or the second floor of Sturtevant,the

ounseling at Health Center expands
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Colby**Health Services
hasexpanded due to the addition
vi two new part-time counselors,
according to Director of
Counseling Services Fatti
Hopperstead.
June Thornton-Marsh,a
licensed clinical social worker,
will be available for counseling
two days a week.She washiredin
response tea studentrequestfo ra
minority counselor,and will also
be doing general counseling,
Jan Munroe isan intern
working on a doctorate in
psycology, and is already an
experienced counselor. She will
be at Colby two and a half days a
week. Both new counselors have
ojj eyyearcontracfs,Therearenow
threepart-timecounselorsandone
full-timecounselor at the Health
Center*"Itgives.studen ts more of
a choice/*" said Hopperstead-"

Hopperstead _ again
foxmingasupportgrovp for women
with eatingdisorders„Rve women
haveexpisssedinterestinthegroup*
An informational meetingwilliake
place on Monday, Ocf »5 from 7 to
&3G i\M> on the first floor of the
Health Center, according io
HoppersteadConfidentiality will
be stressed,she said
Eating disorders at Colby
are "not uncommon at all", said
Hopperstea d, though she was
unable to give percentages. The
group will deal with anorexia or
bu limia,as well as any other eating
clisai-der,accordingtoHopperstead.
Members of the group will
determinewhich issues are raised.
¦"A lot of women come to
college already with eating
disorders/said Hopperstead ,
This group is not about
losing weight—if sfor people who
feel that food has been a dominant
issue in their lives/ she sandThisisagroupfor women
only."_t* _ not tliat men don't get
eating disorders; ifs Just snore

common for women/ said
Hopperstead. *_ Would certainly
be willing to start other groups. I
think group-scanbevesypowerful
for heali ng people/
SHOC t Stpdents- for
Health On Campus!i$ sponsoring
aninfoxmationsessioniorfriends
ofpeoplewith eating disorders on
Oct, 22. Hopperstead is speaking
and evetyoneis welcome,"I think
{counseling! is a real necessary
thi ng for Colby/ said SHOC
President Reena Chandra. "A lot
offirstyearsareusedfo theirdiets
at home* Ifs nice to have a
counseling service with a very
¦warm
welcoming
and
atmosphere/ she said,
Hopperstead is also
putting together a weekly group
for women survivors of sexual
assault, which will be facilitated
\>y trained volunteersfrom a tape
crisis center*It has been offered
before and can accomodate10 to
12women-"Ifsa chance for them
to share their difficulties in the
aftereffects/ said HoppersteadD

two areas designated chem-free this
year, he said.
Colby will provide substance free
housing for all who request it.
Unfortunately, because it is not
possible topredictexactlyhowmany
freshmen willrequestsubstance free
housing, some may not be placed in
the designated dorm(s), according
to Johnston.
There is not set plan for the future of
chem-free housing at Colby,hesaid.
"The number of students who
request this type of housing will
determine how many and which
dorms will be designated as
substance-free."

Ourcommitmenthasbeento have
the number of rooms available fit
student needs," said Associate
Dean of StudentsJoyce McPhetres.
Both Johnston and McPhetres said
that the college would respond
accordingly to student demand for
substance free housing.
"I thinkwe'vegotthebasicconcept
betterlaid down this year than last
year," said Lisa DeHahn '95,
Marriner R.A. Out of 43 residents
this year,21are first year students,
according to DeHahn. Marriner
offersan escape from the smell and
dorm damage that comes with
parties, she saidO
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Marriner the chem-free dorm

photo by Ari Druker

Student Association Bullets
President s Bullets

I
!
I

mi \ Vice Presidents Bullets

-There is a new Minority Counselor in the
Health Center. Her name is June ThorntonMarsh. She will work on Mondays and Fridays
from 8:30a.m. until 5:00p.m.
-The Spa sub-group will be looking into the
very few complaints concerning the missed
meal move.
-Antennas will stay up throughout the year.
-Senior Class will be sponsoring a blood drive
on October 6.
-Everyone is welcome to give feedback at
Presidents' Council.
-Senator Jeremiah Denton will speak before
Presidents' Council on October 28. All are
welcome to attend and see us in action.
-By October 15, a temporary gym floor will be
put in the fieldhouse. It will be used by both of
the hoop teams and for recreational activities.
-Between November 1 and November 15, the
floor will be moved to the gym area (we hope).
By then, the freshman court will also be back in

use.
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-Dean McArthur and I met to discuss committees:
H|I
-there will be a student vice-chair on each committee
Hj ,,
-the possibility of combining committees to insure efficiency
H|I .
H
HI '4 j -The bookstore, Advising Task Force, and Independent Study ComH|I \ \ mittees still have positions for student representatives available.
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H fv -This Saturday, October 3 at 9:30 is "Casino Night"! Bring
your parents and friends to win great prizes and gamble all
HI \
H
-Lovejoy is working on a giant FREE "Help bring Williams
BHL y
out of the Woods" all-commons party. Look for details soon!
HI j
B9 JY We want to sec everybody in Williams that day !
:,
Hh : -Coming soon is a miniature recycling bin for every room on
H JJJ campus. This joint venture was started by the four Commons
HRVy* who are receiving additional funding from Jenny Alfond's old
\yp recycling account and Colby's current Recycling account.
Good Work Everybody! Thanks especiall y to Keith

Hf Lovejoy Common 's Bullets
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Order any large three
topping or more pizza
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and receive $3.00 off.
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Colby 's own Performing Arts Program in
the Heart of Britain
Incl udes:
•Courses in Text & Performance
• Courses in Acting (2 levels)
•Options at the University of
Westminster
• Excursions
• Resident Director (Prof, Mannocchi)
Informa tion Session for Interest ed Students
Thursda y, Octob er 8, 1992

Philson Lounge

Student Center
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App le Macintosh PowerBook" 145 4/40
Apple Macintosh Classic* II
Apple Macin tosh LC II
Apple Macintosh Ilsi
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Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the

Apple® Macintosh® computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student
For all of your computer needs visit the
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aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 -and only at
your authorized Apple campus reseller.
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"Macintosh Office" at die Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union
or call 872-3336
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© 1992 Apple Compuicr,Inc. Apple,the Apple logo,and Mnclniosh nre registered trademarks of Apple Computer,Inc. Classic Is a registered tradematk licensed to Apple Computer,Inc. Powerhook Is a trademark of Apple Computer,Inc. Tlie Random House Encyclopedia Is a trademark
of Random House,Inc. American Heritage niectronlc Dictionary, Hlectronlc Tliesaunis,and CorreCl'cxt " developed hy Ilougliion Mifflin Company, publisher of The American Heritage Dictionaryand Rogers I;Tlie New Thesaurus,CorrecTcxt underlying technology developed hy
language Systems,inc. Calendar Creator Is a trademark of Power Up Software Corporation. IteumcWritcr Is a trademark of Bootware Software Company, Inc. All product names arc the trademark of their respective holders. Offer good on the Macintosh I'owerltook M5 4A10 configuration
only, All qualifyingcomputers come preloaded with software and electronic versions of Instructions, Disksand printed manuals are not Included In this offer,

Dial l-800-"A" term papers

had 1-800 phone numbers to make
placing orders more convenient for
Contributing Writer
busy students. One company
boasted to the April 1973 edition of
procrastinating students with Esquire magazine that it only hired
term papers to write had an option writers with M.A.'s or PhJD.'s.
Although some states such as
other than pulling an all-nighter in
l973.Therewasacompanythatsold New York were makingattempts to
ban the mass
term papers
production of term
comp lete with
footnotes and a
papers, companies
bibliograp hy.
were still placing
$2.00,
ads in school
For
would
students
newspapers.
a
receive
Apparently
students suffered
catalogue with a
wide variety of papers available.
little guilt over buying their papers.
Term paper mills still exist today. "Once you've started using these
They got their start in the early [papers], you'remoreorlesshooked.
seventies. (Perhaps a term paper You can't take Cs or Us when you
industry was needed as some know you could buy A's or B's,"
fraternity systems only provided accordingtoone student interviewed
exams.) Multi-million dollar mills by Esquire.?

BY JENNIFER GENNACO
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Blau leads Stu-Ads to Profit
BY JODY R. GOULD
Staff Writer
The money that funds all of the
Colby College clubs and
organizations comes from Stu-Ads,
an organization managed by John
(J.B.) Blau '94.Blau wasappointed to
this position two summers ago by
Tullio Nieman, director of Student
Activities.BlaualsoservesasLovejoy
Commons president this year.
Managing Stu-Adsentailscollecting
advertisements and coupons from
various businesses in the Maine
vicinity and then distributing them
in the form of books, according to
Blau.
The largest sponsors of Stu-Ads
are Waterville House of Pizza
(WHOP) and a small pizza/
convenience store in Fairfield called
Your Maine Market, according to
Blau.
Stu-Ads was originated three
summersago in 1990by Matt Dumas
and Ken Gagnon, director of
Administrative Services, according
to Blau. The program was begun
solely to help fund all of the clubs
and organizations on the campus.
Tullio Nieman, director of
student activities, said that Stu-Ads
helps clubs without funding or new
clubs get off theground. An example
of this is the boost Stu-Ads money
has given to the Colby cheerleading
program in the past, according to
Nieman.
The entire profit goes to the
Student Association funding,
according to Blau. He -aid that the
gross profit for this third summer

was about
$26,000
and
approximately$12-13,000ofthatwill
go toward a fund for students'
extracurricular activities.
"We'vealreadyputoutabusiness
directory, an academic planner, a
bookmark and all of the campus
mailings," said Blau. "In the next
couple of weeks we will put out a
'pocket guide tolifeat Colby*booklet
and a wall directory. We like to
spread them out."

In the academic planner that
studentsreceived,therewasapicture
oftheStu-Ads'emblem.Thisemblem
was given to each of the sponsors to
hang up in their respective
businesses. "It is our hope that
students will see the emblem," said
Blau, "and support that particular
business so that we will be assured
of getting another advertisement
from them next summer."Q

Echof i l ephoto

John Blau '93, Stu-Ads organizer

W Yours! ™*
That's right — T.J . Maxx , America 's premier off-price
retail er , is coming to your area soon. And to help us get
bette r acquainted , here are some facts about vis and the
oppor tunities that will be available.
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WE 'RE SUCCESSFUL - We've achieved record-level sales
and profits for 15 years running. And we have a network of
nearl y S00 store locations coast to coast — including our
newest one here in Augusta.
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WE 'RE HOLD ING UN OPEN HOUSE -Which is your chance
to fill out an applic ation and interview with one of our
rep resentatives.
*
¦
-

The Division of International Programs Abroad offers academic programs in
Australia , Czechoslovakia , England , France,Germany, Hungary, Israel , Italy,
Poland , and Spain
for a semester,a year,or a summer of study abroad.

Recruitment Open House
Monday and Tuesday
Octob er 5 and 6
The Days Inn
390 Western Avenue
Augusta
10am to 7pm
WE HO PE YOU'LL STOP BY! We are an equal opportunity
employer committed to diversity in the workplace. T.J.
Maxx offers you a smoke-free environment.

for more information,please.contact
Syracuse University Division of International Programs Abroad
119 EuclidAvenue,Syracuse,NY 132444170-1-800-235,472
SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!
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Name
Address
City

j

School

J
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R. business built on solid values
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WE 'RE HIRING -We have over 100 full-an d part-time
positions for mercha ndise, custodial , and loss preventi on
associates. Some of these positions will be temporary.
Retai l experience is helpful but not required.
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Zip
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244*4170 1-800-235-3472
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On the Run...
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Call ahead
to p lace
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AT THE JOSEPH FAMILY SPA
EXT. 3332

_

AND... WE WILL HAVE IT READY IN 20 MINUTES OR LESS!

WHETHER YOU WANT
j
|

Friday Night Pizza For The Famil y
A Morning Meeting With Coffee &Bagels
Lunch At Your Desk Or On The Road
Casual Working Lunch Or Dinner With Colleagues

y

THE PLACE TO CALL FOR QUICK AND CONVENIENT SERVICE IS THE JOSEPH FAMILY SPA
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photo by Cina Wcrthbim
Waterville firefighters enjoying Colby 's lobster bake
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Friday , October 9-8:30p.m.

Special Guests : Colby 8, Colbyette s, and Tuxedo J unction
$7.00 Students in Advance, $15.00 Day of Show !
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Letters

Seniors defend integrity

Top ten accused of insensitivity toward Hauss
We realize that it takes time for an issue to fade away, especially in our close-knit communityhere at Colby.
Half a year has passed since the Chip Hauss case, and we think that attention to this case should now cease. We
take issue here with this insensitive, immature, and unprofessional Top Ten list in September 24th's Echo. The
'Top ten excuses for not having a date at the blue light ball... 9. Chip Hauss already has a dinner date," was
completelydisappointing and uncalled for. In past issues,this list has served as a forum for campus humor,but
when you grasp for laughs at the cost of an individual's reputation and integrity,it is desultory and shouldn't
go unnoticed.
Chip Hauss does not needthis.He has already proved himself tb becompletely open to discussion about this
situation and even remarked so in your own publication.Furthermore,he has chosen to remain among theColby
community,seeking counseling and openly working out his problems. Why then must your staff insist upon
keeping the negative aspects of the issue alive?
AH that your "humor" has accomplished is the recognition that you lack integrity, forethought and
responsibility in printing competent and newsworthy material. Why not try making next week's-Top Ten the
reasons we shoiild all stop readingtrash with Colby's name on it

LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the offldal opinion of the paper.The other opinions presenton this pagedonot necessarily
represent the views of The Colbi/ Echoor its staff.
TheColby Echoencourages letters from its readers,especially those within the immediate community.They
should not exceed 200words.
Letters to the Editor should betyped,tettersto the Editormustbesignedand include either an address or
lettersmustbe received bylfceCoIfcy Echono laterthanMonday
aphonenumber.ForpublicationonThursday.
eveningof the same week.
The Colin/ Echoreserves the right to edit all submissions.

Bill Charron '93
Laura Fogarty'93
Jessica Graef '93
Amy Kraunz '93
Rachael Kriteman '93
Robin Lauzon '93
Jay Moore'93
Hillary Rubin v ?3

We're looking for a few good
letters
Last year's Student Center vandalism, graffit i
aimed at student apathy, raised an important

question which should be constantly addressed.
Instead,it tends to slip beneath the couch potatoes'
cushions like so much loose change. Are Colby
students apathetic, spineless, winning wimps?
Apparently so.
The Colby Echo, a fiercely knocking opportunity for
debate, has been experiendnga dearth of responses from
the literate public. Our apologies if we have not done
enough to print the truth and piss people off (a proud
tradition since 1877). Have we been too congenial? Or
perhaps thatheated opinion exdaimed duringThursdaj/s
lunch simply nevermade it out of the dining hall and into
our grubby little hands.
Signedlettersmustbe submitted to the Echo officein the
basement of Roberts Union by 8 pm on Monday for
indusion in Thursday's issue.
Do you have independent thoughts? Prove it!

.
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p hoto by Citta Wertheint:

Jan Volk '77 , vicepresident of the Boston Celtics, spoke last Thursday as
part of the Spot-Light lecture series.

<i

What are we—CNN or ESPN?
TheSpottight LectureSeriesthat PresidentCotter
called "enHghtening" and "stimulating" has
featured talksaboutracism^bortionand ...working
with the Boston Celtics?
Jan Volk'77,vicepresident of the Celtics,may be a great
guy, but his being chosen as a speaker raises questions
about what the Spotlight Series coordinators deem
''enlightening"for theColby cornmunity.Surelybasketball
is not the sort of topic the administration changed dass
schedulesfor—though one really never knows. It is great
that Volk is a graduate of Colby, but maybe the College is
trying a little hard to blow its own horn in this case.
Heavy turnout at the other two lectures suggests that
students on this campus want to talk about timely,weighty
issues.Letusnotmisusethis timeset aside for controversial
pieces of the outside world with which we are so rarely
confronted in our bubble on Mayflower Hill.

-Help Mnted-

Positions available for
Echo Assistant News Editor
Assistant Features Editor
Call x3349 to app ly
J
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Op inions
Ranking on the U.S. News Ratings
BY HANNAH BEECH
Opinions Editor

The new U.S. News and World Report
college ratings have come out,and Colbyhas
jumped almost twenty-five percent from last
year's number twenty to number fifteen.
Wait a minute. It is incredible for a school
to get that much better oyer such a short
periodof time. As much as canbedonein one
academic year, our school has not changed
that jnuch. to suddenly merit the number
fifteen spot.
The point is not whether Colby is a top
school. The issue is how a magazine can rate
a school soprecisely, and how that rating can
waver so much over the course of one year.
As much as we liketo rag on Bowdoin,there
cannot have been a major trauma there that
l numberfour tonumber
hasleadto its f a lfrom
six.
Conversely, the temptation is high to look
at thenumbersand laud U.S.Newsfor recognizing the true academic nature of Colby
College by raising its rating. We can snicker
and comment on the inferiority of our neighbor,Bates. Bowdoin,too,can see the shining
number six and laugh at its inferior sibling
colleges farther up in Jack Frost Land.
We can also look at our postcard-perfect
campus and notable art museum in comparison to Bates' smaller cramped quarters.
Bowdoin can point to such famous graduates
as Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and
Nathaniel Hawthorne, as opposed to our
graduates—Robert Parker, a mystery novelist, and Ben Butler, a Civil War general.
The point of this exercise further illus-

trates that every school has different qualities that make it unique. Numerically rankingliberalarts collegesisasunfair as ranking
two people with different backgrounds and
different talents as number one and number
two. Unfortunately, in the job market and the
college admissions process this is done because it looks clear and logical.
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seem to makethings easy,but in fact they do
not. No matter what such lists expertly pronounce, ratings do not tell us much at all.
Once at the number three school, one could
realize that, without any tangible numerical
evidence, school number four is where one
wants to spend the next four years.
After getting in,these four yearsat college

Minority
organizations
cause barriers
on campus

_~^n

BY NIZAR AL-BASSAM
Contributing Writer

Most minority and support groups at
Colby fail in the primary function of serving
as a bridge between the feelings of individual
groups and those of the community as a
whole.
Students Organized Against Racism
[SOAR! is an organization which clearly fits
the bill as being great for its members but
useless for everyoneelse. After spending just
a few minutes at a meeting of this club one
will realize the attitudes of the members are
progressive, and the discussion is emotionally powerful.Those who attend the meeting
really do benefit.
However,the people who need to benefit
fro m this organization will never attend such
also do not follow the ranking of the U.S. a meeting. If one is a racist, it would never
News ratings. One can go to the number one enter one'smind to attend a meeting of SOAR.
school and not get anything out of it, while Thus, the person who could use the enlightgreat accomplishments could have been enment is never exposed to this vital education.
achieved at number twenty-five.
It is important to understand that if
An education is simply made of what is
put into it, not the U.S. News ranking of the someone has a problem with one's ethnic
college where it is attained. Number fifteen is cultural or native background, it is only the
anhonor,butifwefall back to numbertwenty result of jealousy and a desire to make one
or even twenty-one next year,it is important appear inferior .The only way to combat those
to remember that our educations are some- feelings is to talk to people on an individual
thing that no one, not even the almighty basis, and not among the members of groups
that share your open-mindedness on the ispeople at U.S. News, can possibly rank.Q
sue at hand.
A possible solution for this club and many
like it would be to have a meeting in the Dana
dining hall. The club should divide its
members so that they are sitting among the
It IS a no-lose proposition.
community and can discuss with them the
The roots of such programs have been purpose of their movement. After all, m orplanted. But they do need your support. Let der to change a person's prejudices about a
the Spa know that students are really inter- culture or country,the hearts of thesepeople
ested in seeing something like this happen at must be won. One cannot win hearts by
Colby. The next time you grab a slice or a having an exclusive meeting in a secluded
brew in the Spa, tell the person helping you room.
that you think Happy Hour would be a great
Colby has tried to do away with all the
idea.Forall the professors and administrators barriers that separate the community. Makout there who are looking for a greatchance ing fraternities illegal is the most obvious
to hang out with students, let yourself be example. The school does not want to give
heard as well. If we all get behind this and anyonethe capability to exclude anyone else
make a little bit of an effort, Happy Hour from any group. Organizationssuch as SOAR
might just actually happen.
are similar to fraternities in that they put up
For Colby, Happy Hour could be just a those same barriers between members and
short walkaway. Nobody would even have the community.Q
to driveO

what is put into it, not the
U.S. News ranking of the college
where it is attained.
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Looks are deceiving, though. Lists seem
so easy in our society. There is nothing so
comforting as clarifying something with a
rank and knowing that whatever is number
one is.infinitely better than number two. But
some things just cannot be ranked. One cannot give one point for Colby's museum, two
points for Bowdoin's famous pine trees and
three points for Bates'Victorian dormitories
and come up with some magical numerical
formula for which school is better.
Researching diligently for that perfect
school takes up a major portion of the last
year of high school. Lists like U.S.: News'

'Pub' atmosphere idea lost along with missed meal
BY SUMNER LEMON
Contributing Writer

It would be great if the Spa had Happy
Hour on Thursday nights. After all,the purpose of moving missedmeal to Dana was so
the Spa would have more of a 'pub' atmosphere. If it is unclear about what the word
'pub' should imply, amy Colby student who
has stud ied in Great Britain or Ireland can tell
you that a pub is a community wateringhole.
Imagine what a great effect Happy Hour
at the Spa could have upon the Colby community. Not to mention the amount of extra
cash that the Spa would make. A proposal

could be that from 5 p.m. until 6 p.m. every
Thursday, the Spa would offer Moosehead
on tap for twenty-fivecents. The profit margin might not begreat,but think about all the
snacks that people would buy while throwing back a few with their professors and
classmates.
It is also important to make Happy Hour
accessible to Colby studentsunder the ageof
twenty-one.TheSpa could offer discounts on
food and non-alcoholicbeverages. The openmike night in Foss seems to have been a
success, and the opening of a similar program at the Spa would fit in perfectly during
the Happy Hour. It also gives musicians at
Colby a terrific opportunity to jam in public.

Do you think the rule that you receive a 4.0 if your
roommate dies is true , and do you think it is a valid policy?

Samantha Kissel '94
"It sort of makes sense because of undue stress. At Colby,
I thinkfhere'sanassumption that
it's true,because you don't want
to study if your roommate dies."

Josiah Babcock '96
"I there should be leniency towards the person and counseling
should be provided, but the 4.C
rule is way too much."

photos by Virginia Stcttinius

Joanna Sabatini '96
"I think it totally trivializes
the whole point of a person's
death. But,I believe that colleges
would do it because people care
so much about grades."

Scott Reede '93
"It can't be true. But, it's a
good idea. If I died, I'd want my
roommate to get a 4.0, because
it's the only way that he'd get
one."

Brian Sch wegler '95
'There's got tobeso me truth
to it , but the logistics would be
tough. You'd get one person
who goes through four roommates and graduates magna
cum laude. You 'd start to
wonder."

Arts and Entertainment
Writers harvest for homeless
BYAMY KL BORRELL
. A&E Editor

On Tuesday, September
22, five Colby professors and
a chapel full of students and
faculty joined 75 other locations across the country for
"TheNational Reading:Writers Harvest for the Homeless."
Over 200 writers in 47
states read in bookstores, on
campuses and in libraries in
return for donations to Share
Our Strength [S.O.S.], one of
the largest private,non-profit
sources for hunger relief.
Colby raised over $660, almost all of which will go directly toward relief for the
homeless.
English Professor Richard
Russo organized the event at
Colby, and has been involved
with S.O.S. since he donated

a short story to the literary
anthology "Loud er Th an
Words" approximately five
years ago. Since then two
more literary works have
been published by S.O.S.;
"Voices Louder Than Words"
and "Home," a children's
book.
Colby English Professors
Russo,J im Boylan,Peter Harris, Ira Sadoff and Susan
Kenney read their own writing and other works of personal importance. The pieces
did not focus directly on being homeless, but all concerned personal struggle.
Boylan chose to share
"Pickett's Charge," a short
story from his collection entitled "Remind Me to Murder You Later. This story
parallels junior high misfits
with a civil war battle that
occured on the same spot
hundreds of years before .

Harris read poems of his
own and of others, such as
SharonOlds'"TheFoodThief
Uganda Drought."
Russo read the first chapter of his novel "Mohawk,"
which involves a homeless
character, Wild Bill.
Sadoff read a selection of
poetry, including "Th e
Frost/'-a poem by Hu n garian
poet Atilla Joszcef concerning the 1937 depression.
Kenney read the essay
"For Those in Peril on the
Sea: A Meditation," an exploration of courage in the
faceof danger or uncertainty.
"Why become involved
with people who are hungry
and homeless, the question is
why not?" said Russo of his
involvement with S.O.S.
On the "campus of a
wealthy college in the heart
of a wealthy nation,this is an
inquiry which must be ad-

Kenney, Harris, Sadoff and Russo listen as Boylan reads,

Dorri s op ens visiting writers series
BY AMY PHALON

Contributing Writer
¦______a___M_-Hn_ -K__-_-M_H_a-_WH_M

Author Michael Dorris began
the fall visiting writers series on
Sunday, Sept. 27 with a reading
fro m a variety of his works. A
member of the Moduk Native
American tribe, Dorris has concentrated his works on the experiences of Native American
people.
"Morning Girl," Dorris' most
recent publication, relates to the
voyage of Columbus to America
It is a delightful story of a beautiful Teynoh child, Morning Girl,
and her desire to see her own
face. Morning Girl, prior to the
arrival of Columbus and the introductionofmirrors,seeksaway
to see herself. The closest she
comes to seeing herself is the re-

flection in her father's eyes. This
story is written as a young person's
book, but the message is universal
and will delight readers of all ages.
Dorris also read from anoth er of
his more recent works, "Working
Men," a collection of short stories
about the lives of the working class.
One story is about Sky, a dra ft
dodger,and hisreturn fromCanada.
He slowly puts hislifeback together,
and finds friendship and love with
down-to-earth Evelyn. Sky recounts
his life with Evelyn and their unique
relationship. The language of this
piece is modem and as down-toearth as Evelyn herself.
Some of Dorris' no n-fiction
works address Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. His award-winning book
"Broken Chord" concentrates on
how the Native American population is greatly affected by this tragic
disease. Dorris has taken direct ac-

tion by adopting Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome children as a single
parent. He is now married to
another writer and together they
have co-authored "Crown of
Columbus" just in time for the
500 year anniversary of Columbus bringing Europe to the
Americas.
Dorris was educated at
Georgetown University and attended graduate school at Yale.
He founded the Native American studies program at
Dartmouth in 1972. His other
works include "Paper Trail," a
collection of essays, and "Yellow
Raf t in Blue Water ," which is
being made into a majo r motion
picture.
The visiting wri ters series is
held in Roberts Union on Sunday at 8 p.m. ?

Psalm 69, the devil s pick
BY JOHAN DOWDY
Staff Writer

Ministry 's Psalm GO

If t he d evi l pickcd his
album-of-the-year, it
would be the latest collage of ha te and anger
from the industrial metal
samplingband Ministry,
entitled Psalm 69: The way
to succeed or the way to
suck eggs.
Bel ieve i t or no t, the
nucleus of this cacophony of pulse-raising
industrial drums and
brain smashing powerchords,Al Jorgcnscn and
Paul Barker found th eir
roo t s in t he Chicago
dance scone.
Their first al bum ,
Twitch, is practically devoid of the elemen t of

c

dressed . Kenney ended her
essay by quoting from a sampler, stitched by an anonymous hand, which hangs in
the hospital where her husband receives his radiation
treatments. "Oh Lord, thy sea

unbridled fury which has characterized their last four albums. Beginning with 1989's The Landof Rap e
an d Honey, Al Jorgensen 's
doppel gang er emerged and
crushed every last vestige of musical nicencss from the previous Ministry. It has transformed the face of
aggressi ve, agro-industrial bands
which have followed Ministry's cue.
Al t hough Psalm 69 is a well
crafted album, its reliance on ma ssiveguitarsoundsand itsevolution
into more of a heavy metal genre
areperhaps its downfalls. Although
Ministry still relies on the art of
sampling, Psalm 69 seems to be a
departure from the unfocused combination of sampled noi se, rhyth m,
and soundbites toward a more typical verso-chorus-bridgc formula.
Psychologically, Psalm 69 is a
trip to that side of our consciousness which most of us do not like to
visit. Its landscape is a barren post-

is so grea t and my boat is so
small," it reads.
f If each of our small boats
joined together we could become a fleet of hope, bringing relief to all among us in
need.Q

y hoto by Cxna Wertheitn

Donations to S.O.S. can
be sent directly to:
.
Share Our Strength
1511 K street, N.W.,
Ste. 940 .
Washington D.C. 20005

Eating out with absolutely
no pretentions at Mei Chow
more hot than sour,but it was delicious. For dinner, Marshall decided
upon the beef teriyaki served with
Eating Out
chicken,broccoli and porkfried rice.
The portion was large, and undoubtThis week our travels took us edly the teriyaki made the meal
sli ghtly northwest of Australia to worthwhile.
the exotic Mei Chow Restaurant.
A.R. picked theMei Chow Sweet
Located in theConcourseShopping and Sour Special. The Special was a
___ greasy combination of
chicken , pork and shrimp
di pped in batter, deep fried
and finall y served smothered
in sweet and sour sauce with
peppers, p in eapp les and cherries.
Plaza, Mei Chowoffers a widevariBoth meals, priced, at $7;25, were
ety of both Cantonese and Ameri- tasty.
can cuisine.
A special note at the bottom of
Upon arrival we were assigned the menu mentioned that all of the
a cozy booth adjacent to the fish entrees on the menu con tain MSG
tank by our congenial waitress, (that 's monosodium glutamate for
Cindy. The Polynesian cocktails we all you non-chemists but there).
ordered rapidly commanded our However, most of these entrees are
attention
available without MSG upon reMarshall chose the Dr. Funk quest.
from the list of over twelve tropical
Also f ea t ur ed on the menu were
drinks. The Dr. Funk is a fruity yet Szechuanand Peking daily specials,
meaty l ibation whi ch mak es on e all kinds of soups, egg foo yong,
"tipsy."A.R. aptly chose the Suffer- moo shu, chicken, pork, seafood,
ing Bastar d, which can only be de- fried rice, cho p suey, chow mein
scribed as "smooth."
and lo mein. House specials include
As the cocktails began to work the mysterious "Mei Chow Surtheir Asian magic, we gradually pr i se," the ever-popular "chow
became aware of the subtle back- yok" and , of course, the "Gai Poo
ground music. Songs like "Hope- Lo Mein."
lessly Devot ed To You," sung by
The Mei Chow is a reasonably
Olivia Newton John,and "YouSexy priced eating and drinking estabThing," by Hot Chocolate, some- lishment with absolutely no prehow scorned to make the arduous tensions. It is no Benihana, but if
task of ordering from t he diverse you are look ing for a simple taste of
menu just that much easier.
tho Far East this is a solid place to
For st arters, we both chose t he visi t.Q
Hot and Sour soup. It tasted a bit

BY MARSHALLDOSTAL and
ANDREW RITCH

apocalyptic plane where tho soul
swims in a blackened sea of politics,
religion ,drugs and angst,and must
struggle with all its primal energy
to overcome that which oppresses
it.
Songs like "N WO" (New World
Order ), with its physical
deconstruction of tho Bush era politics,and "Corrosion," -withits hyp-

noticindustrialbeatand incessantly
repeated sample "fig ht for the answer,"servoasproofthat jor genscn
and Barker still have some of tho
programminggeniusthatpropcllcd
Ministry to mass appeal. However,
tho evolution toward a more mctalbascd sound is a trend which detracts from their overall appcaLQ

Escape to the movies
witli Enchanted April and Sneakers
the Mediterranean to be let furnished
for the month of April." The women
decidethat it is perhaps their last chance
at happiness and at saving their marIf you want to escape to the movies riages, so they pack up and go.
this weekend, here are a couple of films
To share expenses they choose two
worthcheckingout."Enchanted April," traveling companions: a wealthy older
at the Railroad Square Cinema starting woman, stuck in her ways who needs to
Friday, is a sentimental and romantic get away from constant reminders of
pieceset in Italy just after World War II. her dead friends and the beautiful soIt is life and love affirming with some cialite Lady Caroline,who wants to rest
comedy of manners thrown in, remi- and "straighten my feathers," and not
niscent of "A Room With a View"and be the center of attention for a while.
other Merchant-Ivory films. "Sneak- Lottie tells Rose, "If you go on being
ers," on the other hand, showing at good for so long you become miserHoyt's Cinemas, is an on-the-edge-of- able," and off they go to San Salvatore.
your-seat thriller with a contemporary
The first morning there, the women
sense of humor and some great sur- realize the place is enchanted. "Do you
prises.
suppose it's all real?" they ask one anInadismal and rainyLondon,Lottie other. Slowly each woman sheds the
Wilkins and Rose Arbuthnot meet at proper and suffocating skin they have
the Nightingale's Women's Club to es- worn for so long and learn to live again.
cape from their dreary husbands and Mrs. Fisher stops talkingabout her Vicempty lives. An advertisement in the torian friends and starts painting again;
paper catchestheir eye: "To those who and Lottie literally lets her hair down.
appreciate wisteria and sunshine.Small Bytheend of the film everyoneseems to
medieval Italian castle on the shores of be in love again and ready to embrace
BY DAWNDEVINE
StaffWriter

photocourtesyof Ra3roadSquare
Miranda Richardson and Josie Lawrencein Mike
Newell s' ENCHANTEDAPRIL.
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their lives back in London with a
healthier heart.
Now that you have had a good dose
of European romanticism,head on over
to the Hoyt's Theaters on Kenned y
Memorial Drive and buy a ticket for
"Sneakers" starring Robert Redford,
Sidney Poitier, River Phoenix and Dan
Ackroyd.
"Sneaker's" is a very believable and
scary film about a world where those
who have control of the global network
of computers are the ones with all the
power and the politicians are merely
the frontmen. A computer whiz who is
a visiting lecturer has control of a little
black box that can do fri ghtening and
powerful things,and Redford's team of
brilliant screwballs and ex-CIA men are
offered $175,000 to steal it. No one is
certain who really wants it; the FBI, the
U.S. Government or some highly secretiveoperationled byBen Kingsley.There
is a lot of suspense as well as laughs in
"Sneakers,"so try to catch it while you
can.Q
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Mary LowCoffee House
Thursday, Oct 1 8:00 p.m.
Stan Moeller and T.S. Baker

. Hp
8
v .-H| '/J
Sir
H
H
________ *•*

fl *
SB

Highway 61 (R)
Thursday October 1: 8:55 p.m.
Enchanted April (PG)
Friday Oct. 2 throug h Thursday Oct.
8: 7:00 P.M. and 8:55 P.M.
Saturday and Sunday : 1:00 P.M.

H
H
H
H %
___H *

Hoyt 's JFK Drive 873-1300
Last of the Mohicains 7 p.m.
Mr. Saturda y Night 7:20 p.m.
Sneakers 6:50 p.m.
Honeymoon in Vegas 7:30 p.m.
Captain Ron 7:10 p.m.
Hellraiser 3 and 7:40 p.m.

H
n
H
Br
H
H
H

Stu-A movie: Fern Gully
fl
Thursday Oct. 1, Friday 2, Saturday 3: H
H
7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. $2
Br
Saturday 3: 3:00 p.m. and
Sunday 4: 2:00 p.m. $1
H
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The Joseph Family SPA Music Series
Wednesday Oct. 1 The Sense 8:00 p.m.

--

|
H
H

Lorimer Chapel: Sp otlight Series Event
Thursday Oct. 1: Odadaa! African drum and dance troupe lecture and
demonstration 11:00 A.M.

H
H«
H

Free concert: Odadaa! The 13-member African drum and dance troupe will
perfo rm on Saturday at 7:30 P.M. in the Fieldhouse

H
H

Colby Pottery Club: sale and demonstration Saturday Oct. 3, 9:00 A.M. to
4:00 P.M.

H
H

BowdoinCollege:
DanceMernational Folk Dancing: Wednesday, Oct. 7, 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M.
Information: 729-1555
Music : Frank Morgan , J azz saxophone ,, Saturday, Oct. 3, 7:30 P.M.
Lecture : Pioneering Women of Modern Design, Oct. 7,7:30 P.M.

Hj

University of Maine at Orono:
Theater: Body Leaks: Sunday, Oct. 4, 8:00 P.M. Info rmation: 518-1755
National Coming Out Week: Keynote Address by J ohn Preston of Portland ,
Tuesday Oct. 6 8:00 P.M. Book signing: Tuesd ay, Oct. 6, 11:00 A.M. to noon .
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CONCERTS/PLAYS/EVENTS:

______¦

Railroad Square Cinema 873-5900
A Woman's Tale (PG-13)
Thursday October 1: 7:00 p.m.
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Vivian and Ariel - Get a life
BY S_J_AH IL1_®!_ _N
C»niritbu.mg "Write"?
,"$&&{$ Woman'' is a imovie
that demonstrale&anuhhealttty
attitudetowardwomen. Anyone who enjoys thi-smovieand
^allsheRelf/himselfafeminist
is a hypocrite. Anotherpopular movie that was disturbing
for th e same reasons was 'The
little Mermaid/'
In the case of ^PreHy
Woman/thefilmmaker?
were looking to tInd virtuein paradox and the resuit is ultimatelymoreof a
paxadox^Tosaythat Vivian,is a
bad person because she Is a
prostitutewouldhewro*ng.She
is a person whose unfortunate
cir<Mmstanc.^made he?torn to
prostitution for Work-. Vivian
is portrayed as a basicallydecent person with a good heart*
Would a basicallygoodperson
desert her besf friend in a time
of need? in fhe movie, rather
than getting helpfor her drug
n.d3f cuz.& frread , Vivian giveup on her and parts withhe?.
Apparency Ihe wsitm.of
themovieare tryingtodemonstrafethe waysinwhidhVivian
Is different iron*other pros_ >?

tutes, $hegefc$outoiheronfortu^
nate$$ttalion bf cashing in with
arid*client*St is evident thaishe
is not a hue protagonist as -site
undergoesno teal change from
the beginning of the film to its
end.lheonlypej sonwho changes
or has a realization is Richard
Ctere- who portrays her Wealthy
client.Hisrealization isfhatfosra
good sum,he can have an obedietti,g_ od _ oofcto&womanf_rh_ ,H-self.

m£nareWiIijngfou-e<OnqomS'
Anothermovle that wasdisturbing because of Its female
Ji
-*o.emodfeli*^_ ' _hetittteMe *'
*
mas^."" £&& xnOvie" Was more
upsetting not hecause of the
characterizaiioa but because of
thetumofevent, andplotThe
t4tth -Vfeamaid" is a slaty of a
young mermaid who want s t o
escape a life which, does not
satisfy her.Arielis sixteenyeats
old and feels frustrated hy her
family position as the
youngest daughter of
Triton. She wants to get
out of th e oceanA to ex*
plore.taheabitofarehel
and ultimately develop
*
character
as a mermaid* Does
Hoberts
portrayal
of
Julia
Vivian reinforces a stone*age _ te* she da this by travelling to dif*
fereotpartsof the ocean or land
reotype of women as objects of
beauty and possession. Richard or launching into a singing caGere seemedjo haveextra sperial reer with Sebastian and. some
luck in choosing tris Woman be*» olherf ish?No._nstead$he falls
cause she was not only beautiful passionately in love 'with a
but she was also emotionally sen- young -sailor and decides to
sitiveheyon<l reason*She weeps martyhiittk
Here again awnmanaftach es
atanopera.that she doesna.even
*ttnde*csfcmd,iikesome sort of baby herself toa man in ordertofind
happiness.
What is truly tragic
doll that eats, sleeps and cries.
- this modern day Cinderella about "The tattle Mermaid'* Is
story _totds back the Women'. tfiat Ariel,unlike Vivian, has a
movement hy perpetuating the real talent, She has She most
myth thatthere areplenty of rich beautiful voicein the ©cean*To
men d*_t theretorescuethose who throwft all away on some pre*
JiaVelasf theirWay-and that these pp ->e$cen_ saiioris rj dic-jila«s.O

Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked Breakfast
at

Bonnie 's Diner

Colby Sp ecial

Breakfa st Sandwich

Bacon, Cheese,
2 Eggs, Bacon,
Tomato, Lettuce,
Toast, Pancakes,
Homefries & Coffee
Fried Egg
$4.95
$1.90
872-7712
Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m. - 2:00p.m.

f£

'Helmut gives a kiefe in tlie head
Listening to Helmet's major-label debut/'Meantime," is not unlike being kicked in the head. A
wall of sound, fueled by ominous,
Essentially unknown until this aggressive guitars, moves relentpast summer,Helmet was suddenly lessly forward, engulfing the liscatapulted from the New York City tener. Vocals are barked out over
underground into mainstream fo- this sonic maelstrom, conveying a
cus. After signing a lucrative seven- message of cynicism and despair.
figure contract with Interscope
Tracks such as "In the MeanRecords, an affiliate of Atlantic Re- time," the album's opening song,
cording Corporation, Helmet shot and "Unsung," Helmet's videoa videoand received extensivepress friendly song, are searingnumbers
promotion, propelling the band to that pulse with a barely contained
the front ranks of the "alternative" fury.
music scene.
The only drawback of this raw,

.,

F

Benton Avenue, Winslow

Benr loft after the Winslow bridge - then 3 miloa nhend on the left.

,

, ,

Ahhh Espresso!

(

• If you've already had real Espresso, you know what all the excitement is about.
If you haven't tried It yet, be prepared for an incredible taste experience.

Real Espresso and Capp uccino
-w w ^fc ^^ .

|||| m
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seminal work is the tendency of the
songs, particularly the closing
pieces, to become repetitious. John
Stanier's machine-gun drumming
begins to blur together from song to
song, as does the power-chord
riffing by guitarists Peter Mengede
and Page Hamilton.Fortunately, this shortcoming is
not substantial enough to undermine the impact of "Meantime."
Overall. Helmet's first big-league
effort is a potent one and should
establish theband as a musical force
to be reckoned with in the future. Q

BY MATT KALES
StaffWriter
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THULE Roof rack systems. "Sweden's best," sold here.

DAVID MATHIEU CO.

Established
1928

AUTO BODY
Allen St, Waterville
872-5518

Behind College Ave. ,
Car Wash

103 Main St Downtown Waterville
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yo^rbody. it destro.that immune s^tem so that youJ body is
more prone to develop diseases like pneumonia or cancer.
OHLAl-f sDI A" Chlamydia (an infection of the
urinary tract and/or vagina) is the most common STD in U.S.
This is because it has few or no symptoms. As a result, it' s
possible to have the disease for some time without knowing it.
C-EftiBYAL WARTS (HPV1. More
than 60 different kinds of Genital Warts are associatedwith the
Human Papilloma virus. (HPV). Since they can be passed on
easily, and in some cases have been linked to cancers of the
reproductivesystem, you should have them treated as soon as
possible. Females should have yearly Pap tests.
H f-fftPliSi Herpes is a virus which infects the surface
of the skin and which can be a threat to babies born from infected
mothers. Although symptoms can be treated, future outbreaks can
be expected at times of stress.
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a nlOHOlvlOPllASlSS Trichomoniasis is a
disease which causes inflammation of the vagina. Although
Trichomoniasispr_nar_y affects women, it can also be carriedand
spreadby men.
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Chlamydiacan be cured with antibiotics
from your doctor.

UnUSUal amOlUlt, Odor, Or Color
npni«, v_oina
n
uif Hicrh_ro*
uiauimgc"» frrvm
uum pcuia
vagiiw,

Ifren though wts can be removed by
chemicals, cryotherapy (freezing), or laser
treatment, the virus can stay with you for
j
I
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Burning Or pam

Prescription drugs can treat the blisters,
but Herpes cannot be cured.

when Urinating.

I
I
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•

Burn ing or itching around

ie. This disease can affect any part of your
9 i rraBUdi
. .. .
body or your unborn child. Left untreated, it becomesa serious
Vagina, tip OI p€IUS, Of reCtUHL
diseaseindeed: between 10 and 25 years after the initial infection, ~
25% of all sufferers can develop paralysis, heart diseases, severe
brain
damage... or even die.
9
Skin rash Or SOrCS Ott Or _TOUnd
_1CSCX Organs Or mOUth.
I GO_^©RRHIEA_ Left untreated, Gonorrhea can
1 rausester_ityin men, peMc inflammatory diseasein women, and
$
1 arthritis in both. It can also settlein the heart, brain, or spinal cord.
8
8
I
I

TREATMENT
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In its eariy stages, Syphilis can be cured
with antibioticsfrom your doctor. If yo_
think you are infected, get a blood test
immediately (this being the only accurate
way to diagnose Syphito)Antibioticsusually cure the disease if
diagnosed eariy.
j Trichomoniasisis cured with prescription
j drags.
I
j

Pain in lower abdomen'
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Globed Internships and
Language/Liberal Ark Programs
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10/7 at Bowdoin @ 3:30

Wesleyan: 1-0
Williams: 1-0

Leading Scorers (goals;
Next game:
assists; points):
10/3 vs. Middlebury @
Megan Fitzpatrick (5;3; 12)
1:30 p.m. Home Opener!!! Alyssa Bensetler (4; 0;8)

Football (0-1)
Williams 10 Colby 6

Kary Donovan (2; 2; 6)
Pam Crebase (2; 1;5)

Saturday's "Stars:

Dave McCarthy '93, RB
14-61 yds rushing
4-47 yds receiving
6 punts for 180 yds
Bobby Ward '93, QB
12-21 yds passing
122 yards
1TD
Tim Merrigan '93,DB
7 tackles
2 interceptions

Men 's Soccer (4-1)

Other NESCAC scores
(9/26):

Hamilton 41 Amherst 0
Middlebury 18 Bowdoin 14
Trinity 42 Bates 0
Wesleyan 14 Tufts 7

(Colby 1 Alumni 0)
Colby 1 Gordon 0
Colby 2 Middlebury 1
Colby 3 Norwich 0
Colby 6 U. New
England 1
Tufts 2 Colby 1
9/30 at U Southern
Maine @ 4 p.m .
10/3 vs. Wheaton @ 11
a.m.
10/6 vs. U. Maine
Farmington @ 3:30p.m.

Women 's Soccer (4-1)

Colby 4
Colby 3
Colby 5
Colby 6
Tufts 1

NESCAC Standings
Amherst: 0-1
Bates: 0-1
Bowdoin: 0-1
Colby.0-1
Hamilton: 1-0
Middlebury: 0-1
Trinity: 1-0
Tufts: 0-1

USM 0
Middlebury 1
Norwich 1
Thomas 0
Colby 0

10/3 vs. Wheaton @ 1:30
10/4 vs. Amherst @12:00

Goalkeeprng:

Alison Lutz

Goals—5

Minutes—435
Shots—29
Saves—25
GA—3
GAA—0.62
Sho.—2

Men 's Cross Country

September 26,5 mile race
at Colby College:
Colby 27, Bowdoin 28,
Maine Maritime 89,
Unity 112
1. Ben Trevor '93, 27:07 (5th
best in course history);
2. Dave Wood, Bowdoin,
27:15;
3. Andrew Yim, Bowdoin,
27:18;
4. Abe Rogers '94,27:20;
5. Brian Carlson '94. 27:26.

Great selection of
women
¦_
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10/17 State Meet at U.
Southern Maine @ 12
p.m.

Women 's Gross
Countr y

Colby wins Mackworth
Island Relays
9/26 J.V. meet vs.
Bowdoin and Bates @ 12
p.m.
10/3 Bates, Fitchburg,
Mt. Holyhoke, Smith, at
Smith ® 12 p.m.

Women's

Field Hockey

Middlebury 3 Colby 1
U. Maine Farmington 1
Colby 0
Tufts 2 Colby 1
10/3 vs. Wheaton @ 1:30
p.m.
10/4 vs. Amherst @ 12
p.m.

Mon. -Thuro. & Sat. 9-5
Fri. g.B

#3 Courtney Marum 1-6,0-6
#4 Reena Chandra 3-6,5-7
#5 Kim Carlson 0-6, 4-6 ''
#6 Tina Buffum 7-6, 5-7,6-7
Doubles winners:
#1 Chandra + Buffum 4-6,6-

4, 7-6

#3 Marum + Carlson 6-3,6-2

Doubles losers:
#2 LaVigne + Kleinman 7-5,
1-6,6-7

9/30 at U. Maine @ 4
p.m.
10/3 vs. Wheaton @ 1
p.m.
10/4 vs. Amherst @ 12
p.m.

Golf

Colby 679 (19th) at
Duke Nelson Inv.

Jack Higgins '93; 86-79-165
Bill Higgins '93; 168
Mark Roark '95; 170
Rob Carbone '93; 176

10/1 ECAC Qualifier at
Middlebury TBA
10/5 CBB Tournament
at Bowdoin @ 12 p.m.

Men 's "B" Soccer

9/ 19 vs. Belmont hill
School @ 10 a.m.
9/23 vs. Bates @ 4 p.m.
Women 's Tennis (1-3) 9/25 at Bridgton
Middlebury 7 Colby 2
Academy @ 4 p.m.
Colby 9 Bates 0
10/7 vs. Bowdoin ®
3:30 p.m.
Singles winners:
#!KateLaVigne 6-3, 6-2
#2 Rachel Kleinman 6-2, 6-1
#3 Courtney Marum 6-0,6-1
#4 Reena Chandra 6-3, 6-1
#5 Kim Carlson 6-0,6-4
#6 Tina Buffum 6-4. 6-3

Doubles winners:
#1 Chandra + Buffum 6-1, 7-5
#2 LaVigne + Kleinman 6-0,
7-5
#3 Marum + Carlson 6-1, 6-1

'*
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Other top 20 Colby finishers
8. Chad Sisson'95,2755
9. Jeff Harrison '94,28:16
11. Kevin Smith'95,28:29
13. Ben Strong '95,28:44
15. Jason Bologna '93,28:58
18. Adam Potter '95,29:05
19. Darrell Sofield '95,29:08

MIT 6 Colby 3

Singles winner:
#6 Tina Buffum 6-1,4-6, 7-5

Singles losers:
#1 Kate LaVigne 3-6,3-6
#2 Rachel Kleinman 3-6, 0-6
#3 Courtney Marum 6-4 ,2-6,
3-6
#4 Reena Chandra 4-6, 6-3,46
#5 Kim Carlson 3-6,3-6
Doubles winners:
#2 LaVigne + Kleinman 3-6,
6-4,7-5
#3 Marum + Carlson 7-5,6-3
Doubles losers:
#1 Chandra + Buffum 2-6,4-6

Tufts 7 Colby 2

Singles losers:
m Kate LaVigne 2-6, 2-6
ill Rachel Kleinman 1-6, 3-6

Women s
Volleyball (7-0)

All home games will be at
the Oilman S treet School
in Waterville.
Colby wins Thomas
College Tournament
Colby wins Bowdoin
Invitational

Colby d. Unity; 15-3,15-2
Colby d. St. Joseph's; 15-9}
12-15, 15-4
Colby d. U. New England;
16-14, 17-15
Colby d. Westbrook 15-10,
15-10

9/30 vs. Bowdoin,
Westbrook © 6 p.m.
10/2 vs. St.Joseph's ® 6
p.m.

Football looks to rebound

his way to ESPN
By TYLER DUVALL
StaffWriter
Not too many people can claim
to be one of the best in the world at
anything. Colby woodsman Mike
Hash '93 is now among that chosen
elite. He finished fourth in the
Lumb er Jack World Championships in Hayward, Wis. this summer. Hash, captain of Colby's
woodsmen's team and a professional woodsman, was the hi ghest
finishing American in the underhand chop category at the Championships. He placed fourth behind
three professional Australian
choppers in a field of over 200 competitors.
Eash, a dean's list history majo r,
also placed llthinthedoublebucking and 14th in the single bucking,
ranking him in the top 15 in the
world in three different chopping
categories.
The underhand chop, however,
is by far his best event. At the
Championships, Eash split the 12"
pine log in a time of 22 second s,j ust
two seconds behind the event winner and close to his personal best.
In his hometown of Sherman
Mills, Maine, three hours north of
Waterville, Eash did his share of
hunting, but had never chopped
before coming to Golby. Much to
the deli ght of his teammates Eash
just happened upon a woodsmen
meeting. "One day I just decided to
go to one of the meetings, an d I
ha vebeen involved ever since,"said
Eash.
Dramatically undersized, the
5'9" 175 pound Eash is often jeered
at by other competitors. "I am almost always the smallest one out
there. I usually hear people saying,
'Who is that small, skinny kid?'"

said Eash.
The Colby senior will appear on
the TV sports network ESPN next
month. The network, which periodically covers chopp ing events, is
broadcasting the Webster County
Chopping Festival which took place
in West Virginia. Eash finished second overall in the underhand chop
in a field of over 100 and won over
$100.
As the professional season
winds to a close, Eash will compete
in his last pro meet of the year at the
Maine Championships next week.
After that he will direct his attention to Colby's team and college
meets this fall.
As far as the future goes, Eash is
uncertain. "I hope to spend some
time in Australia after I graduate
and chop there," he said. "But financial issues are a concern. It is
very difficult for someone to make
a living chopping. You just hope
when you get to a meet that you
have a good enough day and can
pay for your way home."
Eash probably would not have
to rely on earning his way home if
the sport were as appreciated as it
is dangerous. "It's definitely an
underrated sport. People don't realize how hard and dangerous it is
to do it." said Eash.
"It is also a real gentlemen's
sport. You win a contest by a second and the next breath you'll be
talking to the guy you just beat
telling him your secrets and helping him out."
Eash loves to cut wood with
sharp obje cts and just happens to
be one of the best in the world at it
at age 21. Even though he is the
victim of an underrated sport, he
has no problem motivating himself. "I just want to keep chopping
until I'm too old to do it anymore,"
he saidJD

BY DEREK PLUNKETT
Contributing Writer

Last Saturday, Sept. 26, the
Colby football team went to
Williamstown,Mass. with the hope
of bringing back its first seasonopening victory in 20 years, as well
as proving to Williams that they
were ready to take over Williams'
title as the class of NESCAC. Colby
accomplished the latter, outplaying the Ephmen for nearly the entire game, but Williams scored
when it counted, sending Colby to
a 10-6 defeat .
Williams' Andre Burrell scored
on a 77-yard pass play with just
over six minutes left in the game,
and Colby had a pass batted down
in the end zone on the fourth down
after getting a first down at Williams'seven-yard line with under a
minute left.
Nevertheless, Colby played the
entire game as if it were the winner.
The White Mule defense dominated much of the game. They
pulled down three interceptions,
recorded two sacks and allowed
only two scores. Everyone contributed so the defense worked well as
a unit. "Every defensive player had
at least two big plays," said defensive end Chris Richards '93.
Defensive back Tim Merrigan
'93 had two of Colby's three interceptions, which kept the Williams
offense from getting into a rhythm
and kept the ball in the hands of
Colby's offense. This did not save
the game, however.
The Mules struggled a little in
the first quarter with first-game
butterflies, but overcame them to
put together several long drives, a
number of which were made possible by Dave McCarthy '93.
McCarthy ran for 61 yards and
caught four receptions for an additional 47 yards. McCarthy also took
care of the punting arid kick return
chores for the Mules. Runningback
Brad Smith '96 also had a solid
performance, averaging 3.3 yards
per carry in his first college game.
Although this was a tough de-

feat the team is still optimisticabout
the rest of the season and now must
shift its focus to this Saturday's
home-opener. Their opponent this
week is a tough Middlebury team.
"They have traditionally been a
well-coached and well-prepared
team,"said Coach Tom Austin. "We
are expecting a knockdown typeof
game."

The Williams game proved that
Colby has the talent and potential
to be a strong contender for the
NESCAC title. Austin was pleased
with the effort this week and believes the team is well prepared for
this week's game. "We need to do
what we've been doing but do it a
little more efficiently," said

Austin .?

Seniors hold new roles
carries for 61 yards),receiver (4-47
yards),
and sharing panting duties
Sports Editor
with
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*m+m»WR Sieve Hatch '__>.,gathered
Although Colbyfell to William 569 total yards as return specialist,
Hn *te season opener to*-week, -the running back andrecieverin ^l/ bttf
Muleep layed meof the he$t gurnet onlytouchedbaH57Hmes*J6secstatic
they've played Mnder Coach Tom about higger role this: year: "I like
AUf) titt > Colby tc-Oj c$tO rvHmd the challenge*The last few years I
a$nin$ta tough Middleburyteam in was i nvolved in directl y. No\V 111
h a v e more of a cha n ce to h elp the
Saturday's hf a tte ope ner at$eayern$
Field If the Muj e&ate to resume their team, and 1 like to make things
Charge t8toad<) the NESCAC Croton happen/'
Tint Merrigan *9% defensive
they tyJU have to rely on theplay of a
number of 4dwor$ tiihof rave been back/wide receive*p-Colby'sleading
a$ke4 to take On neto xir expanded receiver in '91 was asked to come up
rote$ duringtheir final seasons.Here bi g with transition to depleted
then anmonveoff a epXayeTdtheMute$ 5econdary,.,Two interceptions and
five solo tacklesXsevenoverall!speak
tvill be asking to kickextr a j ftM*
Urt Baker '93, fullback-Should for theinselves«+WiIls*illboused as
be back front knee wjiitty -which a recei ver in -"specialty"
caused turn to rote*.V^UiantsMho-agh situalions^Teams with DB Paul
freshman Brad Smith {ttkd in well Froio '9$ to blunt opposing longtlU
carries
fctf
59 ball threats.
GregSuffredir.i'.J*linebackeryards>...Nonethete$3r hi$ explosive
$itt and speed j nake Bake* other Swurf and captain missed four
irreplaceable, and if healthy, is*- a games in '9t but still managed 33
good bet for JOO yafds sacks and 2 int& picked up seven
ro$hjng.,,Movesover from tailback against Waliiams«Jdeai captain
where he tan for $4u yard**and o because of attitude he reflects«.Is
TW$ la$t ycar.„Hold$ the school extra-hungry after playing only halfrecotd witha lQ.8$e<ond 100 meters, seasonin '93, "Iwanttoget backand
BriC PeCosfa '93, tfj icba cW- make up for it all in one game*If s
agatnst Witliamslast week thus half my last year of footba II and i Wa nt to
of "TheSraurfs"showed Why heled hciptheteammakeagoodshawhig/'
Bobby Ward '£3, quarterback*
the team with 85tackle? and picked
up _ ints,lastyear<,lead ing the team had big game last week (-2*_ 1,122
with nine tackles against the yards,. 1 TD>, although last*ditch
EphmeK<«As co-captain Of veteran attempt in the end zone was barely
def en»Ve sqoad WillbeVitalpart of batted away against Williams...has
team's suCcesiwModeBt about. hi» recovered well from-knee surgery of
impact as captain: "My role hasn'f three years ago, but it will be
changed.I have to dothe sartething* intercstingtoscehowhishody reacts
to being sacked six time, last
I've done/'
Saturday....Steps
up from platoon
Dave McCarthy '93, tailback,
punter-showed last Week Why he is last year to help lead Mule*to fifth
probably most complete player on . CBB titleand extend five-gamehome
the team, serving afc tailback (14 winning streak.Q
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It s new.' It s improved.
Club sports
grow in strength It's.-.I-PLAY?You bet!
of Tejada, club President Kerry-Jo
BY BRIAN OllALLORAN
Lemerise '93, and captains Beth
Contributing Writer
Curran '93 and Colleen Kane '93 is
crucial in the team'sdrivetoqualify
Spor tsfans have more than just for a Novembertournament against
varsity sports to cheerabout at Colby other New England teams.
this fall,as club sports on campus are
W O O D S M E N' S - - T h e
particularl
y strong this year.
woodsmen's team has its first meet
RUGBY-Theleading teamsare of the season this Saturday at Unity
men's and women's rugby,both of College. The club "has a good mix
which are -undefeated as they head of veterans and newcomers," said
into big games on Saturday. The Club President Mike Eash '93. Folmen'steam,after defeating the Uni- lowing good performances last
versity of Maine at Farmingtonlast year, the team has high hopes for
weekend,will play itsbiggestgame this season. "The men's team is
of the seasonagainst Bowdoin. The very strong this year, and the
women's team will take on rival women's team has a lot of potential
Bates.
aswell,"said Eash. Tlie woodsmen
will travel to the
University of
NewBrunswick
the following
weekforameet.
ULTIMATE
FRISBEE~The
ultimate frisbee
team, though
not officially
recognized as
having club
sport status, is
called an "unofficial
club
sport," by Director of Club
Sports Gerry
McDowell '78.
The team was
"killed" i n its
first tournament
at
Bowdoin, but
showed significant improvement the following game
here at Colby
-- —
photoby Cina Wertheim last week, according to PresiULTIMATE FRISBEE
dent
Jason
Hearst'94. "We
For the men's "A" squad,this is had a lot of the seniors back tor the
their best chance in four years to second tournament that couldn't
beat arch-rivalBowdoin for the first make the first one, and because of
time in history, a chance that most that played much better and even
of the players on this experienced beat Bowdoin 15-13, who had
team will not get again. 'This is a beaten us the week before 15-6,"
big game for us, especially the se- said Hearst.The teamgot great play
niors,"said Mike Murphy '93,presi- from a host of seniors last Saturday,
dentof therugbyclub. "We'vecome and sofar are "having a great time,"
close, but we haven't been able to said Hearst.
CREW-Other strongclub sports
pull one off yet.We'd all really love
to win our last game against them." this fall are the men'sand women's
This year's team, made up pri- crew teams. At Bates last weekend
marily of seniors,boasts experience both theheavyweightwomen'sand
all around as well as "an all New the lightweight men'sboats won in
England-caliber frortt row,"accord- their first regatta of the season. The
ing to Murphy. Vice President of other boats showed strong perforthe rugby club Jeff Kosc '93 and mances as well. Club President is
captains Jason Barnes*93and Marty Toby Frothingham '93 and Vice
Eitrem '93 are team leaders. The Presidents arc Chris Rogers'94 and
"A" team opened up two weeks Laura Kcally '94. Upcoming regatago with a big win against the Uni- tas include this Sunday at Lowell,
versity of Maine at Orono, and is Mass. and the following week in
looking forward to a possiblebid in Middlctown, CT for the "Head of
the New England tournament at the Connecticut," before the big
the end of the season. The "B" team "Head of theCharles"in two weeks.
WATERPOLO-Thc water polo
also,has a record of 2-0.
team
will host its first-ever home
The women s team, after leading off with a 10-0 victory over match this Saturdayagainst Babson
UMainc-Orono, had a scheduled and Bales. Club President Chris
game last weekend canceled due to Wilder '94 leads a team coming off
a forfeit by St. Anselm 's College. a great season last year. The fencThe team is coached by John CDrien ing team, led by President Mike
'92. 'Things look really good so Bombardicri '95 and VP Drew
far," says vice president Claudia Matus '95 is practicing a coup le of
Tcjada '93."Wehavealotof return- times a week and has a squad of
ing veterans and a good group of about 15 peopled
young players." The '93 leadership

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
StaffWriter

Intramural- Participation
Leads to a more Active You is the
little known meaning of the acronym I-PLAY.Activeparticipation
by the players and I-PLAY chairs
are what sets Colby's intramural
program as high as Runnals Hill,
where all this fall's soccer games
are played.
A new statistical system has
been implemented to bring the
quality of I-PLAY soccer to a new
level. This includes records such
as goals scored, saves and other
pertinent game information,
which eventually will be posted
in the Student Center.
"We're still working on the
new system, trying to get all the
bugs out," said Toby Slaven '93,
Chaplin Commons I-PLAY chair.
"My hope is that once people see
the stats they will be excited about
who the top scorers are and what
dorm has the best defense. We
hope that when we put a lot of
effort into I-PLAY the students
will get more excited."
While having the statistics
published may make 1-PLAY feel
more official, its success is still

dependent on those who come out
Aside from a love of the sport,
to play the games.
I-PLAY's social context is part oi
"A lot of credit goes to the resi- its allure. All games must be coed
dence halls for getting their teams in order to be official, which leads
together,"said Gerry McDowell78, to a certain bonding element
head of club sports and I-PLAY. "If within the dorms and transcends
people like to play soccer then I- the competition aspect of the
PLAY's a good outlet. For some of sport.
th e bigger dorms there have even
"I think I-Play is a good icebeen spectators at the game."
breaker to meet the other people
This year's turnout reflects the in your dorm," said Brian Seistudents'excitement. "I haven'th ad dman '94.
this much fun since high school
'1-PLAY soccer givesthe dorm
gym class," said Brian Raffetto '95. somethingto get jazzed up about
All twenty-two dorms are rep- besides beer-die,"said ErikJaniki
resented with an I-Play team and '95.
captain , and twenty-six dorm
Though it keeps the softerleague matches have already been edged perspective expected of
played. Most dorms have already intramurals, I-PLAY is sport and
had three or four games to date. with sport comes competition.
Open league teams like "Domestic The heralded CommonsCup winViolence," "Body Count"and "Spa ner will be the commons which
Bagels,So Good Dude"haveplayed has accumulated the most points
games as well.
at the end of the final I-PLAY
Open league feeds those who softball game in the spring.
do not get enough soccer from just
The winnersare the recipients
the dorm games and want to fulfill of prestigous I-PLAY tee-shirts
their passion further. "We're just and bragging ri ghts which go
like the spa bagels we're so good along with intramural victory.
dude," said David November '95, Points are awarded at the end of
memberof the "Spa Bagels,SoGood every season according to standDude"squad. "We're just out there ing and will be posted on the Ito have a good time. We enjoy the PLAY board located in the Stugame of soccer and use I-PLAYas a dent Center. ?
vehicle for our soccer desires," said
November.

Residence Hall League
I-PLAY Soccer Schedule
Monday, O ct. 5

Thursday, Oct. 1
3:30 Woodman v
W.Quad
4:30 Piper v Johnson

3:30 E.Quad v Heights
4:30 Pierce v
Woodman

Friday,Oct. 2
3:30 Leonard v Averill
4:30 Pierce v Pe-Wi

Sunda y, Oct. 4

Playoff Schedule

12:00 Coburn v Marr /
Will
l:00 Go-Ho v
Drummond
2:00 Taylor v
Sturtevant
3:00 Grossman v Foss

Sunday, Oct. 11

Quar terfinals—times,
teams, TBA

Wednesday, Oct. 7

3:30 Grossman v
Johnson
4:30 Dana v Mary Low

Monday, Oct. 12

Thursday, Oct. 8

Wed., Oct. 14

Semifinals

I-PLAY World Cup*
Championship *
Match

3:30 W.Quad v
Treworgy
4:30 Coburn v Taylor

Friday, Oct. 9

3:30 Piper v
Drummond
4:30 Averill v Marr/
Will

All I-PLAY soccer
games are p layed on the
I-PLAY field above
Runnals .

Women's Volleyball
Colby sports has one more chance for perfection in the fall.
The volleyball team, which has bolted out of the gates to 7-0 record , is the only remaining varsity
squad with a clean slate in the loss column , and is our choice for this week's Devastator Award .
The Mules have been so powerful they've won fourteen out of fift een sets, thanks primarily to the
coaching of Sheila Cain and tho leadership of captain Cheyenne Rothman. The Mules couldn 't mako
it look any easier, but ironically, thescason wasn't supposed to be so smooth. The fire in the fieldhouse
in August forced the team to find a new abode. In addition , the Mules arecompetingnt tho varsity level
for the first time. Just goes to show you what a little adversity can do for a team. Keep on spiking '.!!

I'm still waiti ng

COMPILED BY JAC COYNE
ContributingWriter

It was a nice run

The men's soccer team suffered its first blemish of the
season at the hands of Tufts Universitylast Saturday, Sept 26.
Tufts pulled out a 2-1 victory "on two penalty kicks and
stopped Colby's season-opening string of victories at four.
Ethan Spencer '94's third goal of the season, set up on a
heads-up play by Pat Regan '94, gave Colby a 1-0 edge at
halftime, giving the appearance that the White Mules had
things well in hand.
Colby's methodical ball-handlingbroke down as the second half opened, however, giving the Tufts'Jumbos scoring
opportunities which had previously been few and far between against the Mules.
Shortly into the second half a borderline call led to a
penalty kick and tied the score 1-1. Reaching to punch the
ball out of the box,goalkeeper Caleb Mason '95inadvertently
downed a Tufts player, who was then able to convert the
unmolested penalty kick. Sloppy play by Colby continued,
and on a Jumbo corner kick a Tufts player went up in a crowd
and was able to head the ball by Mason, giving the Jumbos
the lead for good.
The loss was "frustrating," said mid-fielder Pat Skulley
'94. The team looked to get back on track Wed. Sept. 30,
against the Huskies of the University of Southern Maine.

Dej a vu, have we met?

The women's soccer team also headed down to Tufts in
hopes of continuing its gem of a season, and again Colby
ended up on the losing side of a game with Tufts. Offensive
powerhouse Colby had outscored its opponents - - and like
the men sported a 4-0record. But when the garne turned into
a defensive battle,an unfamiliar concept for the Mules,Tufts
was able to manage the game's only goal.
Colby's downfall came from abandoning its passing offense and trying to produce with a kick-and-run style of play.
After a flurry of missed opportunities at the beginning of the
game, Colby went dry when its offense broke down. The
Jumbos' score came on a perfect shot from 18 yards out for
which keeper Alison Lutz '95 had no chance.
Although the loss hurt, it brought the team back to earth
and helped it to focus its game. "It was an eye opener," said
Brooke Porteous'94. "It showed us what we need to do to
win."
The team will be tested again this weekend with a Saturday-Sunday scheduleversus Wheaton and Amherst,respectively.

photoby Cina Werlheim
Bill Lanagan '95 (heading the ball)
and Kelly Flynn '94 021)

Defying the odds

Much to the delight of Coach Deb Aitken, a depleted
Colby squad was able to beata highly touted Bowdoin team
19-56 on Saturday. The best run of the day was turned in by
Alisa Massort'95 who finished with an impressive time of
21:51, beating her closest competitor, teammate Michelle
Parady '93by 28seconds. "Wedidn't expect to beat Bowdoin
so handily," said Aitken.
Colby did not run its top two JV runners, electingto save
them for the upcoming varsity meet at Smith on Saturday.
This meet will truly test thelady harriers with the presence of
CBB rival Bates. "Hopefully we will come out on the upper
end," said Aitken.
Even with the absence of these runners,Colby was able to
capture five out of the top seven spots, easily surpassing the
Polar Bears and a combined team of Thomas, Maine Maritime and Unity. Aitken was pleased with the progress made
by most of the runners,includi ng Masson who had her fastest
time and Parady whocut off 30 seconds from the last time she
ran the course.

I'm starving,
when do
we get to eat?
For the women's tennis team it
was feast or famine this past week,
and as the days wore on, the Mules
began to go hungry. On Wednesday, Sept. 23, Coach John Illig
brought his charges down to
Lewiston, Maine to take on CBB
rival Bateswhere they made fodder
out of the Bobcats 9-0, not losing a
set in singles or doubles competition.
Number three singles player
Courtney Marum '96 blew away
her opponent 6-0, 6-1. Colby was
able to even its record at 1-1 with
photo by Cma Werltieim
the win over Bates, but it quickly
Although the tennis team's fortunes have dimmed as of late,
became prey for MIT and Tufts.
'93 looks to swing the team around.
Tho White Mules fell 6-3 on Fri- tri-captain Kim Carlson
day to a powerful MIT squad, managing only one singles and two doubles victories. Tri-captain consistently matches up against Division I opponents. The
Tina Buffum '93Was thelonc bri ght spot for the overmatched Mules fell 7-2 and were able to muster no more than a pair of
Mules. Buffum was able to remain undefeated at the #6 spot doubles victories. Tri-captains Reena Chandra '93 and Kim
with a courageous 6-1, 4-6,7-5 victory in which she battled Carlson '93 paired up for one win and Buffum and Marum
excruciating back pain.
grabbed the other. One sign of encouragement fov the White
By the end of Saturday, Sept. 26, Colby was on the brink Mules wns the performance of Kirn Stern '94, who was able
of starvation after losing at the hands of a Tufts team which to win all of her exhibition matches.

Paren ts weekend an d
all's Wel l for $23,O0(L
*
Hardly,
After years of waiting 1
was beginning to think 1
would have to change my
nam? to Yod a or
Methuselah if I was eve*
going to> see an effective,
wetWpn or even appred*
aied I-PLAY system.
For a -moment I thought
the wait was over* 1had
nearly been deceived into
thinking I can be part of a
new streamlined I-PLAY
system with nary a technical glitch. J. am still Wait*
mgJ willfall victim to the
I-PLAY blasphemers,*«*•.
longer. Tell n_ that our
seernm giybelaVedI*PLA"S_
system is nothing h«t a
practicalf nice.
H_a_ Ai_^Ufetfen.4othe
blasphemersand they _vj_ .
teft you theyhavereached
the pMmacJeofintramural
athletics._heywO_ tryand
convmceyottth^ffaeyhsv.
nowcomhinedthetechno*
logica*! prowess of ihe
Statship IBnterprise with
the highM^hiift-pai-tMpa*
ion 0?a Moonie wedding,
t
all because they keep statistics and. because every
4omh4$& teatfu
Welt I «ay hoslv These
so-called innovations are
0
things which w ere, or
should fo*v_ heeh, intrO*
ducedahmgtimeago.And
if I-PLAYis so technicallyadyaneed,, we should receive %ytn credit for participating in it.
You can stand in the
gym and whack a birdie
atourtd witha25<cntracket
tor two <redits,but you gel
nothing for trying to run
over some freshman with a
pair of metal cleats. You're
going to fell me the I-PLAY
blasphemers have some

bed-rid den statistical
ecclesiast willing to keep
trackof how many slidetacklespetminuteCoburn
accumulates, but he can't
keep track of how often
you run around Runnals
Hill tearing; those stupid
red pinnies off peoples'
backs.
Yeah, I know, i eats
walk dotWn apd show
someone how far I can hit
a golf half,oxfchatl canstay
on top of some diseased
pony for 15 seconds and
getcreditforit-Butl-FLAX.
is designed So providea
cohesive, bonding-type,
thirty^omefhing atni0>*
sphere, where everyone
wantsto gooat andhavea
goodtime andmaybe net*
lew soccerbalisiit the pro-"
¦cesses**whysan'iourst.*-*
tistkaleheipasittherearta
tecojrd whether you have
played enop-gfe to- *^*caS?fy
Jojr gym «*cedlt. 'Think
about all the unwashed
Seeming magsestwhocart't
play badountBU <>f *t**y 0*1
top of a horse*
'" \
- Yetfh tighVth^catti^
^ hikeup some
on a one-day
7Q& j tatt trash fce^,*nd *'
can ctimb Katahdin with
the Quting Club' and all 1
get ispoison ivy and dirty
underwear, gitf w£4 there
isnocreditgiventopeople
who participate athletically in a product-vetoed,
s<hoo1«$pit|t*d activity
which promotes togetherness and all that
I say put ant end to the
lie*?, to the bla$ph6'my. I
caygivetheheathenwhose
parents arecoming to visit
something of which they
<j an he proud, WWe gat
ihe stats, we've got the
people,,now give us cred it i
before we turn old and
i
gireeoJCl

X-country holds off
weather, Bowdoin

The Colby men's cross country team had its only home
meet of the season on Saturday under threatening skies.
Fortunately,the rain held off and the White Mules were able
to hold off a strong Bowdoin contingen t, taking the victory by
one point, 27-28, and easily outdistancing Maine Maritime
and Unity.
For the Mules co-captain Ben Trevor '93 finished first
overall with a timeoff 27:07,just edgingoutapairof Bowdoin
runnncrs. Following Trevor in fourth and fifth place were
Abe Rogers '95 at 27:20 and Brian Carlson '94 at 27:26.
Trevor's time was tho fifth-best recorded on the Colby course
by a Colby athlete, a great finish in his last race on Mayflower
Hill.
Bowdoin, rankpd second in New England last year, had
another strong team, but , the White Mules, have sturdy runners for the hilly Colby course with triathlet c Rogers and
Carlson, a strong nordic skier. The win was "a good victory,
a good opener," said Coach Jim Wescott.

Volleyball hits lucky seven, nets Bowdoin
face theUniversity
of New England in
StaffWriter
its third match of
the day. "InconsisIn only its second season as a varsitysport tent play and poor
the women's volleyball team proved it has serving made the
soared well above the ranks of its previous games closer than
club status. It won the Bowdoin Polar Bear they should have
Invitational tournament last weekend and been," said Cain.
the Thomas College Tournament two week- The Mules did
ends ago.
manage a win and
Colby's 7-0 record should erase any doubts a ticket to the fiabout its ability to compete at the varsity nals with a score of
level. The Mules illustrated this vividly with 16-14, 17-15.
their performance in the Bowdoin TournaBowdoin was
ment.
waiting in the final
"This was an excellent tournament for match and so was
us, said Coach Sheila Cain. "It was consider- the volleyball
ably more challenging than last weekend at team's first ever
Thomas. The girls believed they could beat NESCAC win as a
every one there but had some doubts because varsity sport.
we had never beaten them before."
"Our goal at the
In the first match of what was to be a long beginning of the
and eventful afternoon , the Mules downed tournament was
Unity College 15-3,15-2 in a "fairly unevent- f irst to make it t o
ful match," according to Cain. St. Joseph's the finals and then
College posed more of a problem by forcing to beat Bowdoin.
three sets,but Colby got by 15-9,12-15,15-4. We accompli shed
i
"Webegan strong,butbeat ourselves with both," said Cain.
lack of concentration in the second game. We
Colby jumped
bounced back for a strong third game to out first by scoring The Women's volleyball team
has soared to a 7-0 record.
win," said Cain.
two quick points
The semifinals saw a tired Colby squad before the Polar

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
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Bears answered
with
seven
points of their
own. The Mules
scored twice
more,
but
B o w d o i n
jumped out to an
11-4 lead.
Somehow
Colby got its second wind and
took control of
the
game.
Thanks to a
much-needed
rush of adrenaline Colby was
able to tie the
game at 11-11
and go on to win
16-14.
This wasour
fourth match in
five hours,"Cain
said. "The team
was very tired,
but they were excited to be in the
finals and to be
p lay i ng
Bowdoin. Both
games
were

tough."
Againthe Polar Bears jumped ahead, scoring eight unanswered points, and again the
Mules were forced to regain their momentum. They did and quickly tied it at nine
apiece. Colby'sbiggestlead of thegamecame
with a 13-10 margin, and the Mules finally
ended it at 17-15.
"Coming back from an eight point deficit
is a tough thing for a young team like us to do.
They were going a lot on adrenaline but
would get down sometimes. Big plays
brought people back," said Cain.
Of those bi g-play players, Caroline
Ketcham '96 was named to the all-tournament team. Colleen Brennan '94 had a good
day as setter as well.
J
"Throughout the day Colleen kept control of the game. She's a real leader on the
court," said Cain.
Karen Oh, the team's only senior, improved as the day went on. "Her shots were
gettingmoreandmoreconsistent,"said Cain.
Consistency is one thing that seven wins
in a row has taught Colby volleyball well.
The Mules swept Thomas, Westbrook
College and Unity on Sept. 12 in the Thomas
tournament without giving up a single game.
Unity and Thomas managed to score only
eight points bet ween them against the M ules,
as both went down 15-2. Westbrook was
sli ghtly more f eisty but Colby disposed- of
them also. This time the scoreboard read 1510. 15-10.Q

Field hockey
read y to turn ar oun d
after losing first three
BY BRIAN O'HALLORAN
Contributing Writer

p hoto by Cina Wertheim

Opponents are hav ing trouble bringing down the
nen 's rugby teatn, as shown by club president M ilte
Murphy '93.

Despite early season setbacks,
the field hockey team is looking at
its next campaign with a bit more
hope. Coach Deb Pluck's troops
came out of last Saturday's tight
match in the rain against Tufts with
a 2-1 loss on the scoreboard, but it
was a moral victory of sorts for the
young squad.
"1 think [Saturday's] game can
be a turnaround for us,"said Pluck.
"For the first time this season we
put together two good halves. It
was an exciting game that could
have gone either way, and I was
very pleased with our performance."
This team, like those of the past
few years, is particularly strong at
midfield . It is also "a much more
balanced team than last year, with
better full-field team play, but no
real big stars," said I'luck. The captains arc forward Tamiko Davics
'93, the lone senior on the club, and
left midfielder Amy Marchildon '94.
Both Davicsand Marchildon are
"very strong, consistent players,"
said Pluck. There has been particularly fine play so far from left back

Michelle Satterlee'94, goalkeeper Rachel
Simpson'96 and
three-time high
school
allleague player
Susie DeLea'96,
who has been
"awesome," according
to
Pluck.
Davies looks
for improved
play after a better showing in
last Saturday's
game. "We want
to go out and
play 70 minutes
of really good
hockey. When
wc come off the
field at the end
of the game we
hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
want to be ex- Stephanie Bunker '95 triesp to help the field
hausted and feel hockey team get a handle on Us season.
good about the
way we played/ said Davies. "The be as good as wo want to be, said
younger players have made excel- Pluck about tho rest of the season. If
lent progress and have worked re- the game against Tufts is any indication of how the teiim will respond,
ally hard."
The team has upcoming home expect continued improvement as
games this weekend against well as some strikes in the win
Wheaton and Amherst. "Wc can coIumn.Cl

